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Abstract—This work investigates the collaborative task of
object handovers between a human and a robot, a central
aspect of human-robot collaboration. Our research contributes
along three directions: first, designing robot controllers for
previously unexplored human-robot handover scenarios; second,
investigating gaze behaviors of a receiver in human-to-human
and human-to-robot handovers; and third, investigating human
behavior in bimanual and multiple sequential human-to-human
handovers. Our contributions could help enable robots perform
the complex but essential tasks of handing over objects to and
receiving objects from humans.

Index Terms—physical human-robot interaction, social human-
robot interaction, formal methods, reinforcement learning

I. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This project studies the collaborative task of object han-
dovers between a human and a robot. People frequently
perform object handovers with each other, and robots will
be expected to perform such handovers with people, both at
work and at home. Examples include a collaborative factory
robot exchanging parts with a human co-worker, a surgical
assistant robot transferring instruments to or from a surgeon, a
warehouse robot helping a human shelve items, and a caregiver
robot providing food or medicine to a patient. These tasks
include both human-to-robot and robot-to-human handovers.

In this work, we seek to address three research questions
related to object handovers as depicted in Figure 1:
• How to control a robot to perform handovers with humans?

We focus on three previously unexplored handover sce-
narios: automated synthesis from high-level specifications,
unknown robot dynamics, and human-like bimanual han-
dovers.

• Which gaze behavior should a robot utilize while receiving
an object from a human?

• How do humans perform bimanual and multiple sequential
handovers with each other?

II. HOW TO CONTROL ROBOTS TO PERFORM HANDOVERS?

The first research direction is the study of robot controllers
in three previously unexplored scenarios:

Scenario 1: Synthesis from High-level Specifications

Existing robot controllers for object handovers [1]–[7] do
not allow users to specify and dynamically change robot
behaviors, or require users to tune non-intuitive controller pa-
rameters. Also, there is no unified framework to easily switch
between the multitude of handover strategies that have been
proposed in the literature. To overcome these shortcomings,
we developed a controller for human-robot handovers that

Fig. 1. Our work focuses on developing robot motion controllers and robot
gaze behaviors for human-robot handovers, and investigating human motion
in handovers.

is automatically synthesized from high-level specifications in
Signal Temporal Logic (STL) [8]. We developed specification
templates both for human-to-robot and for robot-to-human
handovers, and illustrated the flexibility of our approach by
reproducing existing human-robot handover strategies found
in the literature. Our controller allows end-users to specify
and dynamically change the robot’s behaviors using high-level
requirements of goals and constraints that are intuitive. For
example, they can specify the time taken by the robot to reach
the handover location. This specification is then converted into
a Model Predictive Control (MPC) problem to generate the
robot’s reactive motion in a handover.

Scenario 2: Unknown Robot Dynamics

Another drawback of existing handover controllers is that
these methods rely on accurate models of the robot’s dynamics
and/or of the human kinematics, which may be difficult to
obtain for custom built robots and for commercial robots
with proprietary claims. Robot dynamics may also change
due to different, and possibly unknown, masses of the objects
to be handed over. Recently researchers have suggested a
reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm called “Guided Policy
Search” (GPS) [9] that does not require prior knowledge of
the robot or environment dynamics. While GPS has been
demonstrated on a number of autonomous manipulation and
navigation tasks [9]–[11], it was not tested in a human-
robot collaborative task such as a handover. We evaluated the
potential of GPS to train a robot controller for human-robot
object handovers [12]. Our results in a simulation environment
indicate that GPS is limited in the spatial generalizability over
variations in the target location, but that this issue can be
mitigated with the addition of local controllers trained over
target locations in the high error regions. Moreover, learned



policies generalize well over a large range of end-effector
masses. Moving targets can be reached with comparable errors
using a global policy trained on static targets, but this results
in inefficient, high-torque trajectories. Training on moving
targets improves trajectories, but results in worse worst-case
performance.

Scenario 3: Human-like Bimanual Handovers

There are numerous applications where bimanual handovers
are useful or necessary. Bimanual handovers are necessary
when handing over large rigid objects such as crates, de-
formable objects such as folded clothes, spherical objects such
as a basketball, and delicate objects like crockery. Also in
some cultures it is a rule of etiquette to hand over objects
with two hands. However, there is very little work on robot
controllers for bimanual human-robot handovers [13]–[16].
Further, these existing approaches do not take into account the
human’s preferences for the handover configurations and the
robot’s handover motion is not human-like. For single handed
or uni-manual handovers, several researchers have proposed
robot controllers for human-like reaching motions [17]–[21].
But, to the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work on
human-like robot motion in bimanual handovers. We seek to
address this gap by developing robot controllers for human-
like bimanual handovers. We will explore the application of
movement primitives such as Pro-MPs [18] for this purpose.

III. WHICH GAZE BEHAVIOR SHOULD A ROBOT UTILIZE
WHILE RECEIVING AN OBJECT FROM A HUMAN?

Our second research direction concerns robot gaze behaviors
when receiving an object from a human. Past research has
shown that the robot’s head gaze behaviors affect the sub-
jective experience and timing of robot-to-human object han-
dovers [2], [22]–[24]. However, all of these works only studied
robot-to-human handovers, where the robot was the giver.
Human-to-robot handovers, where robot is the receiver, are
equally important with many applications in various domains.
Therefore, we investigated robot gaze behaviors in human-to-
robot handovers [25], [26].

To find candidates for robot gaze behaviors, we analyzed
gaze behaviors of human receivers in human-to-human han-
dovers by annotating gaze locations in over 14000 frames of
a public data-set of handovers [27]. We then implemented
and compared four human-inspired robot head gaze behaviors
during the reach phase of human-to-robot handovers. Results
revealed that observers of a handover perceived a Face-Hand
transition gaze, in which the robot initially looks at the giver’s
face and then at the giver’s hand, as more anthropomorphic,
likable and communicative of timing compared to continu-
ously looking at the giver’s face (Face gaze) or hand (Hand
gaze). Participants in a handover perceived Face gaze or Face-
Hand transition gaze as more anthropomorphic and likable
compared to Hand gaze. However, these results were limited
to a specific scenario of object handover, a common limitation
of other prior studies as well. To expand and generalize the
findings from our work [25], we studied human preferences

towards robot gaze behaviors in human-to-robot handovers
for four different object types (large, small, fragile, non-
fragile) and two human postures (standing, sitting) [26]. Our
results revealed that, for both observers and participants in a
handover, when the robot exhibited a Face-Hand-Face gaze
(gazing at the giver’s face and then at the giver’s hand during
the reach phase and back at the giver’s face during the
retreat phase), participants considered the handover to be more
likable, anthropomorphic, and communicative of timing. We
did not find evidence of any effect of the object’s size or
fragility or the giver’s posture on the gaze preference.

IV. HOW DO HUMANS PERFORM BIMANUAL AND
MULTIPLE SEQUENTIAL HANDOVERS WITH EACH OTHER?

The final research direction studies bimnanual and sequen-
tial handovers. In the past, researchers have studied various as-
pects of human-to-human handovers to understand how people
perform this complex maneuver. Some studies investigated dif-
ferent phases of handovers, such as approach [28], reach [29]–
[31], and transfer [32], [33]. Others have built data-sets of
human-to-human handovers [27], [34], [35]. However, all of
these works have studied handovers of objects with single
handed or uni-manual grasps. To the best of our knowledge
there is no prior work studying human-to-human handovers of
objects requiring bimanual grasps, even though such handovers
are equally important and even more challenging. Further,
several collaborative tasks require multiple sequential han-
dovers. For example, shelving in a warehouse, automotive
assembly, unloading dishes or groceries etc. In these tasks
some objects need to be handed over with two hands, owing
to their shape, size or fragility, while others can be handed over
with one hand. Sometimes the giver and/or the receiver need/s
to perform a self-handover i.e. transferring the object from
one hand to another. When people perform such tasks, they
effortlessly switch between these different types of handovers.

We propose to create a multi-sensor data-set of sequential
uni-manual and bimanual object handovers between humans.
We will ask participants to perform a shelving task involving
object handovers with different types of objects, requiring uni-
manual and/or bimanual grasps. We will record the trajectories
followed by the giver and the receiver with a motion tracking
system. We will also record the videos of handovers to obtain
grasp configurations. Our data-set will be made public to con-
duct further research. It could help in designing controllers for
robots to perform bimanual and multiple sequential handovers
with humans.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented three directions of research related to human-
robot object handovers. First, we developed robot controllers
to address three previously unexplored scenarios of human-
robot handovers. Second, we investigated a robot receiver’s
gaze in human-to-robot handovers. Third, we proposed to
create a data-set of multiple sequential unimanual/bimanual
human-human handovers that will provide new insights on
human behavior in handovers.
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